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SEADOM President

A

s we approach the end of the
calendar year, it is heartening to
have seen 2017 as a ywar with such
increased cooperation across the ASEAN
region as reflected in the various articles
contained here. I want to thank the
SEADOM Office for taking forward
the project with such energy across the
year. As well as welcoming our new
office bearers (see Joe’s note), I wish
those leaving us every success in their
exciting new roles elsewhere.
Over the past few months, it has
been good to see the next congress
begin to take shape. Building out from

the last two congresses and with the
evolution in connections within the
SEADOM group, this year’s theme
seeks to share some first exemplars
of regional border crossings, not only
geographically but also stylistically,
culturally and politically. With the
mix of local, classical and commercial
music evident in the region, the range
of musics being shared in Southeast
Asia is arguably as rich and diverse
as in anywhere in the world. Through
sharing such music ever more openly,
we offer the possibility to transcend
cultural and political divisions as well as
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economic limitations so that the region
might become ever more integrated.
Following some of last year’s
discussions, a further challenge which
deserves to be transcended is the
potential barrier suggested between the
educational and commercial sectors: in
fact both sides (if there are indeed sides)
have so much in common in terms of
advocating music. Finally, there is of
course the possibility of music reaching
out to connect with other art forms or
other areas of human endeavor (e.g.
health, education, social inclusion etc.)...
Taking forward some of these
ideas, the congress this year will seek
to showcase a number of recent projects
which have started to transcend perceived
barriers to open up unique regional
opportunities. The focus will be very
much on our own region so we will be
calling to anyone linked to SEADOM
to present examples which they believe
could be of interest to others regionally.
We hope also to find examples across
the range of the SEADOM themes so
that the examples shared are not only of
student interactions but also in relation
to advocacy, teaching & learning, staff
opportunities, research initiatives, new
practices, Southeast Asian music, and
professional & community engagement.
Finally, it would be wonderful to share
examples from each of our ten member
countries as well as between regional
and global partners which enhance
appreciation of our music - the office
will be in contact with partners to see
how comprehensive we can make our
reach.
As the building to house Mahidol
University’s Museum for Southeast Asian
Music begins to reach completion, the
aim is to host this year’s congress in
that space, offering the possibility that
its development can offer a metaphor
for building a culture for sharing our
work, Indeed, the hope will be that the
Congress itself can form a potential
digital exhibit for the Museum.
I am looking forward to working
with our ExCo and with the national reps
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Joseph Bowman
SEADOM Chief Executive

G

reetings from the SEADOM Office!
We have had some staffing transitions
as our SEADOM staff officer Pam has
left to join the Bangkok United Nations
office. We wish her well and are pleased
to welcome our new staff officer for
SEADOM – Khun Yui. You can contact Yui
at any time at contact@seadom.org with
your questions, comments or suggestions!
We are also excited to welcome our two
new SEADOM Graduate Assistants for
2017-2018. Lau is from Malaysia and
is studying for her Master Degree in
Music Education at Mahidol currently,
and Pom is from Thailand is pursuing her
Ph.D. in Music Education. They will be
working on various research projects for
the association and we always appreciate
their energy and new ways of thinking!

Our planning for the next Congress
is well underway. Of most important
news is the slight change in dates – the
Congress will be March 15-17, 2018 at
the Southeast Asia Music Museum on
the campus of the College of Music,
Mahidol University. Information
is available through the SEADOM
website and Facebook page for your
information. Also congress info will
be distributed to member email by the
end of the month, along with Calls for
Congress participation.
October saw the installation of
our new Executive Council, Theme
Chairs, and National Representatives.
We are happy for everyone’s energy and
enthusiasm to participate in SEADOM,
and hope to continue to let SEADOM
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grow and develop as an association that
supports the region and our individual
members effectively. If you are interested
in helping us grow the association, send
us a note and tell us – we love help!
Until next time – musically yours,
Joseph Bowman
Chief Executive – Southeast Asian
Directors of Music Association
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Selected Presentations with
Educational Themes from the PGVIM
Symposium 2017
By Paul Cesarczyk, SEADOM Theme Chair (Quality in Teaching and Learning)

T

his year’s International Symposium
hosted by the Princess Galyani
Institute of Music took place between
August 30 and September 1. The theme
of the symposium, mythology and its
relationship to music, naturally inspired
presentations devoted to the creative and
social sides of music making. Several
presentations addressed the relevance of
myths in the realm of music education.
Here are descriptions of three noteworthy presentations outside of the main
keynote speakers:
1) In “Music and Numbers, Myth
and Religious Beliefs in J.S. Bach’s
Music as Essential Elements of a Proper
Pedagogical Approach”, Dr. Alberto
Firrincieli from Assumption University’s
School of Music demonstrated the
strength that myth and numerology
had over the intellectual study of music
in the German Baroque. Today, these
themes seem relegated to the purely
academic realm. He outlined how this
knowledge can have an immediate
and practical value at the very start of
learning Bach’s music.

2) In a very different presentation,
“The Power of Words Unspoken”,
Haruna Tsuchiya from College of Music,
Mahidol University linked thoughts,
imagination, and verbalization as vital
connective tissue in how we perceive
character in the emotional journey of
performing. The presentation also showed
how words can influence students and
how instructors should choose phrases
that empower students to pursue their
highest potential in the performing arts.
3) In yet another very different
presentation, “Learning Pronunciation
Through Music Activities: A Music
Approach to Phonetics”, Sasidisaya
Sasisakulpon from Chulalongkorn
University devised several techniques
to address the problem of proper
pronunciation of several sounds in
foreign languages by Thais. These sounds
include “sh”, “th”, “v” and others. Ms.
Sasisakulpon drew on Orff’s Schulwerk
for music related activities that help
stimulate articulatory organs toward
better pronunciation.
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Rock and Indie Festival
Justin Hegburg
LASALLE College of the Arts, Singapore

T

his year, LASALLE College of
the Arts began what will become
an annual event for the college and
Singapore at large - The Rock and
Indie festival (RIF). As the brainchild
of our School of Contemporary Music,
RIF endeavoured to provide emerging
local artistes an avenue to expand their
audience reach, and for students to gain
experience in managing an arts event.
From student bands to professionals,
some of whom are highly prominent in
the local and regional scene, RIF was a
celebration of homegrown music. Across
two intimate venues at LASALLE's
McNally campus, the performing artists
were able to demonstrate their talents
and musicianship to sold-out shows,

as supported by event sponsor PONY.
As an institution that is plugged
into the industry and global arts scene,
LASALLE is proud to be a facilitator in
the formation of horizontal and vertical
linkages across and within the music
community. Wormrot, Singapore's first
band to perform at Glastonbury Festival
this past June, was especially thrilled
to honour the one-year anniversary of
their latest album at the Festival.
They thanked RIF for giving them
the opportunity to show their appreciation
to their long-time supporters.
As part of LASALLE"s teaching
approach to provide hands-on experience,
our Diploma and BA(Hons) music
students had to respond to an open
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call, in a procedure similar to regular
festival programming, to be a part of
RIF's lineup. Through their submission
of Electronic Press Kits, technical riders,
videos and audio samples, students were
assessed on their calibre.
RIF further served as one of
the production attachments for our
Audio Production students. During
such attachments, students continue to
explore different aspects of production
that include designing of sound systems,
working with bands to negotiate their
needs, setting up a professional stage,
tuning a sound system, and running a
show consisting of two stages and 17
bands. This project was an invaluable one
for student learning and development.
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Documentations of Traditional
and Acculturated Philippine Music
from the University of
the Philippines (UP) College of Music
José S. Buenconsejo, PhD
UP College of Music, Philippines

I

n an effort to produce materials for
teaching Philippine music, the College of
Music of the University of the Philippines
(UP) had produced two series in 2016 and
2017: (1) three video documentaries of
traditional indigenous Philippine music
dubbed Resilient Music at the Margins
and (2) three audio recordings of rare
transcultural Philipine music that are to
accompany a print anthology of source
readings in Philippine music history.
The first series was made possible by
a grant from the National Research
Council and was researched and directed
by Prof. Dr. José S. Buenconsejo. The
second was part of the grant Emerging
Interdisciplinary Research on Philippine
Arts and Culture that was provided by
the UP Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs. This was produced
and edited by Asst Professor Arwin
Q. Tan. Both José S. Buenconsejo and
Arwin Tan are musicologists at the UP
College of Music.
The Resilient Music at the Margins
video series documented traditional
music in out-of-the-way places,
specifically in Southern Philippines.
These were previewed in the Abelardo
Hall Auditorium of the UP College of
Music in the middle of 2016 to 2017.
Each of the video production in the
series is based on a particular theme and
each is comprised of a series of chapters
(or short films) on diverse music and

dance genres that can be viewed in no
specific order.
The first DVD documentary,
titled Nature's Presences, deals with
traditional indigenous music among
the Manobo Dulangan, T'boli, Obo, and
the Tagakaolo in Southern Mindanao.
This was shot on two digital cameras
in the picturesque Lake Sebu, which is
the heartland of the indigenous people
T'boli. Rare footages from this region
showed that traditional music remains
practised despite the rapidly accelerating
and deep Visayanization of places
where the T'boli have been the first to
settle in prehistory. Songs learnt from
the ancestors are still acquired through
imitation and these have been put to a
number of pragmatic uses, from managing
negative emotions (thus aesthetically
transforming raw sentiments like anger
to the level of art) to the tasks of putting
a baby to sleep and of indulging one's
self in leisurely music-making after
work. Some songs are the basis of
instrumental music like that rendered on
bamboo polychordal zither togo, while
others, especially those played in whistle
flute sloli, disclose human attachments
to nature and with Others. Aside from
songs, these people have rhythms that
propel dancers who move as a mimesis
of myths from the distant past, notably
that of T'boli madal tahu which is about
the creation of the world and of the
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symbolic passage of death to life or
fertility among the Tagakaolo. These
"rhythms" are also simulated via delicate
and undulating melodic contours on what
is now an endangered music instrument
of the Philippines, the lip-valley flute.
Quintessentially archaic, this music
depicts the sounds of small creatures
in the natural environment-- the bird,
the snail, the squirrel, and the cicadas
of this relatively wooded area.
The second video, filmed in
Minahaw, Bonobono, Bataraza, Palawan
on 12-16 August 2016, is titled Sound
Tenderness: Music of the Non-violent
Pala'wan Community in Southern
Philippines. This video highlights the
idea of music conforming with the
non-violent nature of Pala'wan culture.
Pala'wan traditional music is very
delicate and tender, save the boisterous
gong and drum in celebratory dance
and, in former days, rice wine drinking
feasts. In Palawanun society, negative
emotions like anger are not channeled
to violent acts--men and women nor
children never hurting each other--but
by repression, a number of times of
which has led to tragic suicides. Palawan
people rationalize that acts of suicides
are "hereditary," i.e., if parents commit
suicide, then children would most likely
follow them. This documentary suggests
that the predisposition to suicide is not
genetic but is underscored by the value

for social conformity. Palawan music is
a compelling evidence of this.
Music, which is often seen as
providing a moment of forgetfulness
to sour interpersonal relations, is not a
solution to suicide. For a society who
values working in groups, alienation
from society is the most painful human
experience. Rather than forgetfulness,
music accentuates the remembering and
feeling for togetherness, the absence of
which means death or embracing the
opposite of society, which is nature.
Thus the documentary contemplates
on music in the praxis of its social use.
The third in the video series is titled
Seven Dances of Life: Enactments of
Pledges to Others (Janji) in Two Sama
Communities in Tawi-Tawi Islands.
This documentary talks about salient
socio-religious practices of two Sama
speaking communities (in Tawi-Tawi
and Tabawan islands), South of the
Philippines. Through ethnographic
interviewing interspersed among a
series of Sama Tabawan dance (igal), it
explores the foundation of Sama ritual
celebrations (pagjamu), which express
the duty and participation of individuals
to their respective communities and
lineages
Cosmology in Sama culture is
complex. An individual in a community
has to adjust to the demands of the cult
of the ancestors one is born into, the
veneration of saints in sacred shrines
(specifically the tombs of Moslem
mystics who introduced Islam in the
Philippines), guardian spirits of nature
that provide them with fresh water and
fish from the seas, and the presence
of the jin at the margins of habitation
which constantly need to be appeased.
The relationships of the individual are
therefore oriented to Others in nature
and society and reveal a sophisticated
indigenous thinking about individual
lives (inyawa) being "thrown into" a
network of invisible connections with
other beings in the cosmos such as
the jin (nature spirits), umagad (lost
souls), ombo (ancestors) and kembal
(twin-spirit).
The other series is the set of
audio (CD) recordings of transcultural
Philippine music. There are also three
in this series, which contains rare
historical Philippine music of popular
and art music. These are constitutive of

a notated music-cultural tradition borne
to colonial experience in the Philippines,
particularly in the urban area.
The first in the series contains
popular piano music from Manila
during the last half of 19th century
Spanish Philippines. The colonial
pianism exhibited in this volume shows
a remarkable diversity. Many were
printed as commodities, i.e., as sheet
music by Massaguer, D Paterno, Perez,
Nakpil, Valdes y Pica. They circulated
among members of the then emerging
civil society, the public sphere made up
of the ilustrado (educated) class. This
was the status group for whom the next
generation--the art classical composers
(Santiago, Abelardo, Buenaventura,
and Molina) of early 20th century-were writing for. A few cuts in the
album came from manuscript sources
such as that by Adonay and Valdez y
Pica. These musics were performed in
elite gatherings in the private houses of
affluent citizens of the city. The CD is
highlighted by Diego Perez's Recuerdos
de Filipinas of 1886, which was the
first secular music in the islands to
appropriate Filipino "folk" songs and
dances. These became the basis of a
piano medley in style brilliant. The
piece was exhibited in many Philippine,
regional, and world expositions, where
it always garnered awards.
The second in the CD series
contains vocal and instrumental works.
The album starts with the extant hybrid
Philippine music from pre-modern
18th century Manila, the devotional
villancico set to a Tagalog text and now
preserved in the Dominican archive in
Spain. This piece is sung by the world
famous Philippine Madrigal Singers,
which is a resident group in the UP
College of Music. The CD also contains
rare examples of Tagalog song-dance
cundiman and cumintang from mid19th to late 19th-century century. This
CD showcases divergent Spanish and
American styles. In early 20th, the
changing taste for American music is
felt in vaudeville artist Lou Borromeo's
print music "My Beautiful Philippines."
Meanwhile, European conservatory
classicism--as in Alexander Lippay's
arrangement of Manuel Velez's music
"Palad Sa Kabus"-- is included and
this presents a good counterpoint to
the album's selections.
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The third CD spans ensemble
music that is a testimony to the SpanishPhilippine and Philippine-American
relations and revolutions (pieces by
Nakpil and Fajardo). Important pieces
in this are the music of Pedro Navarro, a
student of Adonay and the first Filipino
conductor of the famed Philippine
Constabulary (PC) Band founded by
the affable Black American conductor
Walter Loving. PC Band is famous for
having awed John Philip Sousa; it won
a medal in the 1904 St Louis World
Exposition. A brief excerpt from Juan
Hernandez's zarzuela in native language,
Minda Mora is also contained in the CD.
This work demonstrates the growing
civic consciousness among the residents
in Manila circa 1905, that is, after the
American colonial government installed
democratic governance in the early years
of its occupation of the Islands. The CD
is highlighted by three art musics such
as by the Viennese-trained Alexander
Lippay ("Theme and Variations on the
Philippine National Hymn), Nicanor
Abelardo's violin sonata, which was
written in Chicago in early 1930s,
and the masterful piece by Antonino
Buenaventura, Symphony in C, played
by the Manila Symphony Orchestra.
These CDs and video documentaries
are valuable resources that bring new
knowledge on ancient and modern musics
in Southeast Asian. Both series speak
about the strength of traditions as well
as their flexibility in encountering the
foreign: the West.
To order the materials at the UP
College of Music, please email
• jose.buenconsejo@gmail.com
• arwin.tan@gmail.com.
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A Collaboration in Laos
Yong Siew Toh Conservatory of Music, NUS, Singapore

Jirajet Thawornsiri (Ter), third year trombone student, coaching a Lao student
From left: Jirajet Thawornsiri, Chaiyaphat Prempree, Ho Qian Hui, Lee Jia Yi,
Mr Saveng (Co-ordinator from NLDMS), Sulwyn Lok and Noah Diggs

A

group of YST students, led by Ho
Qian Hui (Viola, BMus Year 3)
recently participated in a collaborative
project with the National Lao Music
and Dance School (NLMDS). This
collaboration, which was the brainchild
of Qian Hui, came about during the
South East Asian Directors of Music
(SEADOM) conference in Laos last
March, where the NLMDS expressed
interest in welcoming more visitors to the
school. Having enjoyed her experience in
Laos immensely, Qian Hui had decided
to organise a collaborative project with
the Laotian institution. The project also
joined hands with students from Mahidol
College of Music.
The other YST students who

Jirajet Thawornsiri (Ter), third year
trombone student, coaching a Lao student

Students from NLDMS with traditional
Lao instruments (image courtesy of the
National Lao Dance and Music School)
participated in the project were Sulwyn
Lok (Recording Arts, BMus Year 3),
Lee Jia Yi (Composition, BMus Year 3),
Jirajet Thawornsiri (Trombone, BMus
Year 3), Noah Diggs (Composition,
BMus Year 3) and Chaiyaphat Prempree
(Percussion, BMus Year 4).
Despite some language barriers,
the students from the three institutions
were eager to learn from one another
and work together. The Mahidol students
helped greatly with translation (as Lao
is similar to Thai). The daily program
was varied and intensive as well. “In the
mornings, we conducted workshops on
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different aspects, like rhythm and strings
technique, where I taught basic bow hold
and vibrato,” Qian Hui says. “It was
really encouraging for me to witness
the students’ vast improvement over a
period of only 4 days. The one regret
I had was not being able to learn the
traditional Lao instruments due to time
constraints. However, I was immensely
happy with the end result and I look
forward to future collaborations with
the National Lao Music and Dance
School and other music institutions in
Southeast Asia.”
Sulwyn also greatly enjoyed his
collaborative experience. “I enjoyed the
challenging conducting experience: we
only had 3 sessions of 2-hour rehearsals
to prepare all the pieces for the concert,
and a big proportion of the orchestra
could not really understand English.
The language barrier certainly gave
me an intensive practical experience in
communicating as a conductor with few
words,” he says. “My main priorities
were to keep the energy and morale of
musicians high, efficiently solve issues
in the pieces to ensure everything would
fall into place smoothly, and to craft
sound interpretations of music of the
three countries."
"This meant that I had to study the
scores well myself and be prepared with
a plan before rehearsals. I also consulted
helpful Lao teachers to better understand
their folk music - especially important for
the orchestral adaptation of ‘Tiuy Long
Khong’, a traditional folk song which we
performed with Laotian instruments like
the 'khene' and the 'lanad'. I am really
grateful for this opportunity and am
deeply heartened by all the wonderful
comments from all who watched the
concert - may this project herald even
more cultural exchanges and regional
artistic development to come!”
Qian Hui's collaboration is linked
to the new‘South East Asian Group
Project’ module introduced to the YST
BMus curriculum in 2017. This is the
first time the module was run, paving
the way for other students who want to
create their own SEA-related projects.
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The 8th Thailand Higher Education Music
Academic Network (THEMAN)
Thailand Higher Education Music Academic Network - THEMAN

T

HEMAN aims to make networks
of collaborations between music
institutions in Thailand. The 8th meeting
on September 1st, 2017 was hosted by
Princess Galyani Vadhana Institute of
Music during the 4th PGVIM International
Symposium 2017. Thirty-one music
institutions participated our meeting.
The agendas included:

1. New Music Institution
members;

- Faculty of Education, Music
Education Department, Chulalongkorn
University
   - Faculty of Humanities and
Sciences, Music Department, Loei
Rajabhat University
   - Faculty of Education, Music
Education Department, Buriram Rajabhat
University
   - Faculty of Humanities and
Sciences, Music Department, Surindra
Rajabhat University
   - McGilvary College of Divinity,
Christian Theology Program, Payap
University

2. Communication Channel
of Facebook Fan Page

- Facebook Fan Page: Thailand
Higher Education Music Academic
Network –THEMAN.
THEMAN’s Fan Page on Facebook
is open to the public and gives information
to those who are interested in the events
of music programs in Thailand music
institutions.    

3. Full-Time Equivalent Student
(FTES)

   - THEMAN’s committee agreed
on the ratio of 8:1 (Students: Instructor)
for the Full-Time Equivalent Student
(FTES) for standard of Office of the
Higher Education Commission as the
proper ratio for the desirable quality of
Music Education in Thailand Universities.

4. Thesis Examination
Committee:

- The thesis examiners who are
chosen by THEMAN are in accordance
with the criteria of the Office of the
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Higher Education Commission.

5. Southeast Asia Music
Education Exchange SEAMEX

- The 1st SEAMEX's organizer
provided a free Booth for THEMAN
members.
- For the 2nd SEAMEX in
2018, THEMAN will host this event
in Bangkok, which will be held from
August 24th-26th, 2018.

6. Thailand Higher
Education Music Student
Network – THEMSN

- THEMAN initiated the new
student network named Thailand Higher
Education Music Student Network –
THEMSN, with the purpose to build the
new generation of musicians in Thailand
for music activities and Student Projects
in Universites in Thailand.
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David Francis Urrows feted
on 60th Birthday with a
Retrospective Concert in
Hong Kong
Hong Kong Baptist University

D

avid Francis Urrows, Associate
Professor of Music History and
Composition at Hong Kong Baptist
University since 1989, was feted on his
60th birthday by a concert of his vocal
and chamber works, "The Passing of All
Shining Things", held in Hong Kong
on 29 October 2017. Included were
his Quintet of Winds, and Prelude and
01

Scherzo for violin and piano, as well as
a large range of vocal music including
an art songs retrospective ( of works
composed 1974-2013), scenes from
two of his operas (La Castrata, and Miss
Thompson) as well as two excerpts from
his recent oratorio, The Martyrdom of Saint
Cecilia, and the Theme and Variations in
B Minor of Otto Dresel (1826-90), whose

music Prof. Urrows has edited in a threevolume critical edition published by A-R
Editions between 2002 and 2015. Prof.
Urrows was also featured in a 35-minute
interview about his life and works on
RTHK Radio 4's Artbeat programme,
broadcast on 28 October.   

02

03

01 Prof. Urrows with Dr. Amy Sze, pianist, Samantha
Chong, mezzosoprano, Cynthia Luff, alto, and Caleb
Woo, bass.
02 Prof. Urrows and Amy Sze play the Prelude to Act
Two from his opera 'Miss Thompson
03 A group photo with all the performers", and photo
four is the poster for the concert
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Brunei host Singapore’s
1st Overseas Performers
Festival Gala Concert
Expression Music Academy
01

02

03

B

runei Darussalam – On 4th to 6th of
November 2017, Expression Music
in collaboration with Singapore’s The
Musique Loft, hosted the 1st Overseas
Performers’ Festival 2017 Gala Concert.
It was the culmination of the Overseas
Performers Festival held in Singapore on
the 8th of September 2017. Established
by The Musique Loft’s founders Angelyn
Aw and Winnie Tay, the festival served as
a unique platform for promising pianists

in Singapore to showcase their passion
and talents and in turn, be motivated
by their peers and be encouraged with
a constructive written commentary and
trophy presented by an international
adjudicating panel, including Dr. Steven
Spooner and Lily Chiam.
Masterful notes reverberated
through the walls of the academy as
18 musicians, ages 7 to 19 years old,
performed for a live audience. The
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01 Overseas Performers Festival
2017 “Star Award” performers
02 Chen Jing, one of the “Star Award”
performers, plays for supportive audience
03 Special performance by the “Chiam
Trio”
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a
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especially
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of relics
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thecollection
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immediately after the concert, where
each young musician was presented
with their Star Award trophies and
certificate. The event also dedicated
a special moment to acknowledge
teachers for their outstanding training
and cultivating talented students.
The young musicians also had the
opportunity to gain musical insights

Majesty Paduka Seri Baginda Sultan
Haji Hassanal Bolkiah Mu‘izzaddin
Waddaulah, Sultan dan Yang Di-Pertuan
Negara Brunei Darussalam. Followed
by a charming boat ride that overlooked
the Kampong Ayer (water village), a
township of multi-coloured houses built
on stilts over the Brunei River.
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of another country.

The coincided
collaboration
between
The event
with the
Brunei’saim
Expression
Academy
academy’s
of creatingMusic
a global
stage
of self The
discovery
and Singapore’s
Musiqueand
Loft gave
development
students.
the aspiringfor
young
pianists The
a platform
academy
is looking
forward
that can
help them
growtoinmore
all aspects
musical collaborations between
of their musical journey; expand their
Southeast Asian nations in the future.

world view by tasting the rich culture
of another country.
The event coincided with Expression
Music Academy’s aim of creating a global
stage of self-discovery and development
for students. The academy is looking
forward to more musical collaborations
between SEA nations in the future.
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ASIA-PACIFIC
SYMPOSIUM FOR
MUSIC EDUCATION
RESEARCH (APSMER)
2017
Universiti Teknologi MARA, UiTM

U

iTM Faculty of Music hosted the
11th conference of Asia- Pacific
Symposium for Music Education Research
(APSMER) which was held from 19-21
July 2017 at Hatten Hotel located in the
historical city of Melaka.
The Asia-Pacific Symposium for
Music Education Research (APSMER) was
established in 1997 by the International
Society for Music Education (ISME).
The APSMER has become the regional
conference of ISME in the Asia-Pacific
region in 2007 and it has provided a
forum for Asia-Pacific researchers,
graduate students and teachers in music
education to meet every two years. The
symposium aims to share knowledge and
experience among music educators in
the Asia-Pacific region and to provide
opportunity for music educators to develop
networks and work collaboratively in
advancing the theory and practice of

music education. Previous conferences
have taken place in Seoul (1997),
Launceston (1999), Nagoya (2001),
Hong Kong (2003), Seattle (2005),
Bangkok (2007), Shanghai (2009),
Taipei (2011), Singapore (2013) and
again in Hong Kong (2015).
Close to 200 participants from
17 countries participate and presented
spoken papers, spoken posters, posters,
workshops, and symposia on various
topics focusing on the conference
theme of Music Education Transcending
Borders. Music is universally accepted
by everyone in the world regardless
of ethnicity and location. Throughout
the ages, the functions of music have
evolved through acculturations and
innovations beyond the usual boundaries.
APSMER2017 stretches further these
boundaries and explores how music
education in particular, can transcend
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norms and barriers, and in so doing,
making itself more relevant and essential
in the today’s realities.
Participants were inspired by three
keynote speakers whose work exemplifies
the relevance of music education to
community, industry and the music
profession as a whole. In conjunction with
APSMER2017, the faculty also brought
the Malaysian Music Assembly which
were participated by music educators and
music students throughout Malaysia. The
two presentations and three workshops
have allowed APSMER2017 nternational
participants the opportunity to know
better, music education developments
in Malaysia.
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The 8th
Malaysian
Composers
Series
2017
Universiti Teknologi MARA, UiTM

U

iTM Faculty of Music in collaboration Masashi Kishimoto, Max Riefer, Khairil
Date & Time: 20, 21, 22, & 25
with the Kuala Lumpur Performing Johari Johar, Adam Masumi, Raja Alif, November 2017 @ 8.30pm 26 November
Arts Centre (KLPAC)
delighted
to Yusri
Hamid, Ainolnaim
Azizol,
Alia is2017 @ 3.00pm
Music in collaboration
with theisKuala
Lumpur
Performing
Arts Centre
(KLPAC)
present the 8th Malaysian Composers Farahin, Amanina Alwani, Rayner Naili
sent the 8thConcert
Malaysian
Concert Series
2017.
SeriesComposers
2017.
and many
others.
Venue: Pentas 2, The Kuala
This ongoing concert series is
Lumpur Performing Arts Centre (klpac)
organized to promote and introduce
The main features of this
ncert series isnew
organized
to promote and introduce new composition works, in particular,
composition works, in particular, year`sComposers Concert Series are
Tickets: 20 November – RM20
ing young composers.
The concert
series, aimed
at nurturing
the
creationand
and 21 November – RM15 22 November
works by promising
young composers.
the Young
Composers
Competition
The
concertthe
series,
aimed
at nurturing
performance
byalternative
the UiTM New
Music for
– RM20
25 November – RM20 26
new works to
enrich
local
music
scene. It serves
as an
platform
young
the creation and performance of new Ensemble features Ahmad Munir Mahzair November – RM15
an composers
to to
showcase
diversity
artistic
musical
styles
works
enrich the their
local music
scene.in talents
(concert and
master),
Associate
Professor
Dr. in their
It
serves
as
an
alternative
platform
for
Chong
Yew
Yoong
(principal
cellist),
he concert series also provides an opportunity to celebrate and introduce the talentsTicket
of Promotions:
young budding Malaysian composers students and faculty members.
For individual show entry is by
composers to
the localtheir
music
audience.
to showcase
diversity
in talents
Five concerts are scheduled in this donation indicated at the door. Package
and artistic musical styles in their 2017 series, each with its own theme:
for all shows @ RM60 for adult /
compositions. The concert series also
· Day 1: The Beat of the Soul by RM40 for students, TAS card member
provides
an opportunity
to celebrate
and UiTM
Chamber
Choir, Conductor:
Dr.composers
and Disable (Inclusive of RM3 ticket
s promises the
premieres
of many
new works
by student
composers,
young
introduce the talents of young emerging Masashi Kishimoto
handling fee & 6% GST). This package
composers such
as the
internationally
renowned Dr.
Paul
Elwood and
ourPop
very own
Dr. you to enter all the events
composers
to the
local music audience.
· Day
2: Malaysian
Art and
will enable
This
year's
series
promises
the
Songs
listed
din. These concerts also showcase the pool of talents at the UiTM Faculty of Music, above.
premieres of many new works by
· Day 3: Connecting Beats Malaysia
compositionstudent
and performance
prowess
by Dr.Vol.
Nathan
Fischer,
Dr. Masashi
Kishimoto,
composers, young
composers
2 - Twisted
Topography
by Max
and Adam
established
composers
and the
UiTM Percussion
Ensemble
ril Johari Johar,
Masumi,
Raja such
Alif, as
YusriRiefer
Hamid,
Ainolnaim
Azizol,
Alia Farahin,
the internationally renowned Dr. Paul
· Day 4: Snapshots of Musical
, Rayner Naili and many others.
Elwood and our very own Dr. Tazul Creativity - UiTM Chamber Orchestra,
Izan Tajuddin. These concerts also Conductor: Dr. Tazul Izan Tajuddin
showcase the pool of talents at the
· Day 5: Malaysia Meets Australia:
UiTM Faculty of Music, displaying Contemporary Works for Guitar Trio
both composition and performance
prowess by Dr. Nathan Fischer, Dr.
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Encounter between tradition
and contemporary
Hiroshi Ando
Former Manager of the KCM Anniversary Project Office

structure fascinates many contemporary
composers around the world.
For the first year (January, 2016),
three professors, including Prof. Mayumi
Miyata (Sho), two composition students
and I visited Karlsruhe holding new
compositions for Sho by KCM students
and held a workshop and a concert. It
was necessary to let them study functions
of Sho at the workshop for their future
compositions.
For the second year (January, 2017),
a professor and four composition students
from Karlsruhe visited KCM and had
a concert by their new compositions.

A

series of the events related to
“Kunitachi College of Music 90th
Anniversary Project” was completed
by the end of March, 2017. It was
the three-year-project from 2014, by
the theme” Traditions and Futures in
Music Culture~ promoting international
academic exchange programs, especially
with Asian countries.”
The project involved, along with 3
international conferences, 2 publications
and a series of special concerts, 2

international cooperative projects.
And, the one of the two was “Sho and
Contemporary Music” (Workshop &
Concerts) cooperated with Karlsruhe
University of Music, Germany. It is a
two-year-project of new compositions
focused on Sho.
Sho is one of the main instruments
in Gagaku (Japanese Court Music).
Although it has very old history and
uniqueness in Japanese traditional music
fields, its graceful sound and sensitive tone
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What was the most impressive was
that all of the works, including those by
KCM students, had been composed in
what is called “the contemporary style”
in spite of the ancient tradition of Sho.
Every work is quite “new” and has its
own world. There is no compromise
and blend with Japanese traditional
tastes but reveals hidden possibilities
of the instrument.
It is very important to preserve
and conserve the traditional music and
their performance technique, however,
another important aim is for the traditional
music to create new works and cultivate
new technique for the future, in order
not to be called it “music in museums”.
There must be no discontinuation
between “Traditions and Futures in
Music Culture”. That is the largest
harvest we got by the project.
Reference: "Tradition und frische
Luft (Tradition and fresh air)" —A
documentary produced by the Video
team of Karlsruhe University of Music
https://youtu.be/01cGONJiWLY
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